Introduction
One of the goals of image recognition and labeling algorithms is to provide a lexical description of the contents of an image. To do this, the algorithm should be able to identify objects and objects' properties in the same way humans do. In this context, it is important to remind ourselves that the (much smaller) problem of assigning a given name to each particular color in an image has not yet been solved. Far from it, there is still a lack of understanding of the link between low level color features and the high-level semantics that humans use to name these colors (the so-called semantic gap).
Much of what we understand today about perceived color categories and language comes from Berlin and Kay's 1 large survey of languages. Their main findings pointed to the existence of 11 basic terms (categories) common to the most evolved languages. Since then, many workers have explored the relationships between perceived colors and language [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Most of these works have confirmed the existence of the 11 basic terms and have located the best representatives (also called focal colors) and in some cases estimated the boundaries of each basic color on different color spaces.
There have been some recent computational models [8] [9] [10] [11] which automate the color naming task, incorporating results from previous psychophysical experiments. However, in most cases, the experimental data collected is near the so called focal colors or colors that are the most representative of a given color name. One arguable weakness of this approach is that it relies on subjective membership values given to color samples by observers using an arbitrary rating scale. Moreover, these ratings are likely to be more accurate near the focal colors and less accurate near the color boundaries, i.e. the positions of the boundary lines may not be accurately defined, and the same is true for the slopes of the membership functions. This leaves a large amount of uncertainty when modeling the regions of color space that are near the color name boundaries, which are usually just interpolated, assuming that the boundaries are equidistant from the corresponding focal colors. A separate issue concerns the sharpness of the transition between a color name and the next, which varies for the different color boundaries and is usually estimated from insufficient data.
Our particular solution to these problems is to redefine the boundary regions by means of a parametric model which adjusts its frontiers (both position and transition steepness) according to psychophysical data collected in conflictive regions of the color space. One very convenient model for this purpose was proposed by Benavente et al 10 and our psychophysical data was collected with this model in mind by means of an experiment designed so that subjects have a very limited choice of responses (see below).
A parametric model to represent color boundary transitions
The computational model proposed in 2007 by Benavente et al 10 is a good candidate for adapting the color name boundaries to a new set of psychophysical results. It considers Berlin and Kay´s 11 basic colors and uses parametric fuzzy membership functions (3-D regions which define the certainty of a certain value -color-to be named with its corresponding color name) based on a combination of sigmoids with an elliptical centre. The main advantage of this model is that contains parameters which can be adjusted to modify the shape of its regions and does a reasonable job of fitting to previous psychophysical data [1] [2] [3] [4] . Panel (a) of Figure 1 (below) shows the characteristic sigmoids used as membership functions for this model. (2) and DS (Double Sigmoidal function) is the product of the functions S 1 and S 2 (Sigmoidal functions oriented with respect to x and y respectively). 
Psychophysical methods to evaluate color boundary transitions
With the aim of providing the model with data to better adjust its color transitions, we designed a psychophysical experiment where subjects had to name color patches located in regions far away from the most representative colors (focal colors). These experimental colors were chosen to lie along a line (in CIELab space) crossing the border between two color names according to the original Benavente et al 10 model. The two initial colors (or reference colors) had the same luminance ("L" value) and were chosen to be sufficiently apart so that their names were not confused. There were 37 color pairs in three L planes in total (L=36, L=58 and L=81). Achromatic boundaries (those around the "achromatic centre") were not explored here. Given the particular characteristics of these frontiers (e.g. background color and adaptation states influence on the results, the appearance of contact points among three color regions, etc.) they will be explored in a future experiment. Figure 2 shows the arrangements of these initial colors in CIELab space. The solid lines represent the transitions going from one color name to its neighbor along which experimental colors were chosen. In a given experimental trial, subjects were presented with the calibrated square color patches at the centre of a CRT monitor (Viewsonic pf227f) using Cambridge Research Systems Bits++ video processor capable of displaying colors with 14-bit precision. The patches subtended 5.2 deg to the observers, the viewing distance was 166 cm, and the presentation time was 500 ms. The background to the color sample was black, but to give observers a luminance reference, there was a white frame 23 mm wide at the borders of the screen (D65, Lum = 124.83 cd/m 2 ). After each presentation there was a grey mask for at least 1 second. The short presentation times were chosen to minimize possible color afterimages (caused by fatigued cells in the retina) or any other adaptation effects.
There were 10 naïve observers (all native English speakers) and 2 experienced observers (native Spanish speakers with a good level of spoken English). All of them were tested with the Farnsworth D-15 test to guarantee normal color vision. After each presentation, observers were asked to select the name that best described the color that they had just seen among two words appearing onscreen after the presentation (yes/no paradigm). The algorithm selected the (intermediate) colors to be presented next following a QUEST 12 protocol (num. of trials =40). Each color pair was repeated 3 times and 50% thresholds were determined using the QUEST's mean threshold estimate 13, 14 . Figure 3 shows an exemplary set of results, where x-axis represents the color transition along the line crossing the low saturation blue-green color name boundary. Each empty box represents the average of several presentations (color patches) in a given section of the continuous line. In this example, an x value of 0 equals "green" (one of the extremes of the low saturation green-blue line in the previous figure) and 1 equals "blue" (the other extreme). A higher value of y-axis means that colors were labeled as "blue" in most presentations and a low value means that the color was labeled as "green" in most presentations. The threshold lies where colors were equally labeled "green" or "blue" by subjects (50% of responses). Notice that the size of the "red" region is relatively small. This is because the Benavente et al model was based on fitting psychophysical data produced with physical samples, which have a restricted color range because of the limitations in reproducing some colors with pigments (as noticed by Boynton 15 ). Thresholds across color boundaries were measured (3 times for each subject) and the regions where these thresholds fall are highlighted as bars. Grey bars represent the regions where the majority of the thresholds occurred for all subjects (the length of the bar is equal to the StDev of the distribution of thresholds). Black bars represent the position of secondary peaks in bi-modal distributions, signaling the presence of another possible threshold. We did not find any significant difference between the majority of speakers of English as a first language and the two speakers of English as a second language (as reported elsewhere 16 ). 
Results

The length of the bar is equal to the Standard Deviation of the measured thresholds.
The results of the experiment were used to readjust the parameters of the color-naming model. On the three levels (L=36, L=58, L=81) used in the experiment,  parameters (which control the location of the boundaries) were modified to place the boundary between each pair of neighboring colors at the angle corresponding to the highest peak of the distribution of thresholds from the experiment. On the other hand,  parameters (which control the slope of the membership transition), were readjusted according to the Standard Deviation of the calculated thresholds. Parameters of the intermediate levels, for which there is no experimental data, were interpolated from the measured values. In Table 2 we present the new set of parameters for the color-naming model obtained after the readjustment process. regions (such as that appearing between "blue" and "green", which corresponds to "turquoise", a color considered nonbasic). Such areas are determined by the appearance of secondary peaks in the histogram distribution of thresholds and they happen mostly because some observers, when forced to chose, cluster together the intermediate color with blue and some others cluster it with green. A similar effect appears consistently between the purple and pink regions. 
Achromatic axis
Black-Grey boundary tb=28,28 b=-0,71 Grey-White boundary tw=79,65 w=-0,31 Luminance plane 1 Luminance plane 2 ta=0,42 ea=5,89 e=9,84 ta=0,23 ea=6,46 e=6,03 tb=0,25 eb=7,47 =2,32 tb=0,66 eb=7,
Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have refined our previous parametric model of color naming. This model (originally introduced by
Benavente et al) consists of a fuzzy mathematical formulation with a set of functions providing memberships for 11 basic color categories. The improvement consists of determining the shape and position of the color categories' boundaries by measuring them psychophysically (as opposed to just interpolating from focal colors data). The psychophysical experiment is based on a yes/no paradigm using only the 11 basic terms and the model was readjusted to account for its results. The new set of parameters for the color-naming model was obtained. Although we have not compared our results to color naming data from previous research, we are currently compiling such evaluation.
Our results also show that to adjust the model we need both, the samples near the focal colors and psychophysical measures on the boundary regions. The later not only can help define further the position of the inter-color regions, but also provide a measure of the uncertainty between colors. Our results may be interpreted as some evidence for the need of other non-basic color categories to explain specific uncertainties. This is suggested by bimodal threshold distributions on certain inter-color regions which may be due to the emergence of non-basic categories that shift the boundary depending on the observer. Hence, one way to improve the color-naming model could be to consider new color terms for these inter-color regions. For example, looking at the results outlined in Figure 5 one could speculate that:
a) As mentioned before there might be an "emerging" color name region between blue and green (turquoise) and between purple and pink (mauve).
b)
In the blue/purple interface there might be another emergent color (that has been called violet 5 Considering the above, it might be desirable to extend the parametric model by adding new fuzzy sets. The current model assumes the Berlin and Kay hypothesis of 11 basic terms by constraining all the sets to a unity-sum at any point in the space. New color terms could be inserted on this frame as special sets with membership functions overlapping the current ones without the unity constraint. These non-basic color categories emerging from inter-color uncertain regions would require a deeper study to be assigned with an agreed color term. In this paper we have hypothesized with some terms for the uncertainty regions. Further research is required to extend the model of basic terms, to better locate the exact regions and to set agreed terms for them.
Finally, it has been suggested that our choice of color space (CIELab) is obsolete and that a more perceptually equidistant space (such as CIECAM02) should have been selected. Although the variability of results (some subjects produced large threshold variations even when presented with the same initial color pair for the second time a few minutes later) is bound to mask any further refinements coming from the selection of color space, this might be an option to explore in the future.
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